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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the usage of Accepting Networks of Evolutionary Processors
(ANEPs for short) as deciding devices. In this context we define a new halting condition for
this model, which seems more coherent with the rest of the theory than the previous such
definition, and show that all the computability results reported so far remain valid in the
new framework. Moreover, we give a direct and efficient simulation of an arbitrary ANEP
by a complete ANEP, thus, showing that the efficiency of deciding a language by ANEPs is
not influenced by the network’s topology. Finally, we obtain a surprising characterization
of PNP[log] as the class of languages that can be decided in polynomial time by ANEPs.

1. Introduction
The accepting networks of evolutionary processors (ANEPs, for short) are a bio-inspired com-
putational mode, introduced in [12], and having its roots in [6, 3]. An ANEP consists in a
graph having in each node a processor, which is able to perform very simple operations, namely
point mutations in a DNA sequence (insertion, deletion or substitution of nucleotides); these
processors are called evolutionary processor. Furthermore, each node contains data, which are
organized in the form of multisets of words, each word appearing in an arbitrarily large number
of copies, and all copies are processed in parallel such that all the possible events that can take
place do actually take place. Following the biological motivation, each node may be viewed as
a cell containing genetic information encoded in DNA sequences, which may evolve by local
evolutionary events, i.e., point mutations; moreover, each node is specialized just for one of
these evolutionary operations.

The computation of an ANEP is conducted as follows. Initially, only one special node,
the input node, contains a certain word, the input word. Further, the words are processed in
alternative evolutionary and communication steps. In an evolutionary step, the words found
in each node are rewritten according to the rules of that node. In a communication step, the
words of a node are communicated to the other nodes, as permitted by some filtering condition
associated with both the sending and the receiving node. The classical definition assumes that
a computation halts and accepts, when a word enters a special node of the network, the output
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node, or halts and rejects, when the words contained in each node do not change consecutive
evolutionary or communication steps.

In this paper we propose a new halting condition for such a computation. Namely, a com-
putation halts (and is called finite) as soon as at least one word enters the output node. The
input word is accepted if the computation of the ANEP on this word is finite, and at least one
word that is found in the output node at the end of the computation contains a special symbol;
otherwise, the computation is either infinite, or, when it is finite, rejecting. The motivations
behind this new halting condition are discussed in Section 3..

Results on ANEPs, seen as formal languages accepting devices, were surveyed recently in
[11]. In this paper we see how these results change when the new halting condition is used.
While the computational power of the ANEPs remains the same, the time complexity results
are not preserved. To this end, we obtain a surprising characterization of PNP[log] as the class of
languages that can be decided in polynomial time by ANEPs.

We also show that an arbitrary ANEP can be simulated efficiently by an ANEP with com-
plete underlying graph. This answers a question from [2] and shows that one cannot expect to
decide a language faster, using ANEPs with special topology, than when complete ANEPs are
used.

For the full proofs of the results presented in this paper see [9].

2. Basic definitions
We start by summarizing the notions used throughout the paper; for all unexplained notions the
reader is referred to [14]. An alphabet is a finite and nonempty set of symbols. The cardinality
of a finite set A is written card(A). Any sequence of symbols from an alphabet V is called word
(word) over V . The set of all words over V is denoted by V ∗ and the empty word is denoted
by λ. The length of a word x is denoted by |x| while alph(x) denotes the minimal alphabet W
such that x ∈W ∗. For a word x ∈W ∗, xr denotes the reversal of the word.

In the following, we introduce a series of rewriting operations, called evolutionary opera-
tions as they may be viewed as linguistic formulations of local gene mutations. We say that a
rule a→ b, with a,b∈ V ∪{λ} is a substitution rule if both a and b are not λ; it is a deletion rule
if a 6= λ and b= λ; it is an insertion rule if a= λ and b 6= λ. The set of all substitution, deletion,
and insertion rules over an alphabet V are denoted by SubV , DelV , and InsV , respectively.

Given a rule σ as above and a word w ∈ V ∗, we define the following actions of σ on w:

If σ ≡ a→ b ∈ SubV , then σ∗(w) =
{
{ubv | ∃u,v ∈ V ∗ (w = uav)},
{w | w contains no a},

If σ ≡ a→ λ ∈DelV , then: σ∗(w) =
{
{uv | ∃u,v ∈ V ∗ (w = uav)},
{w | w contains no a},

σr(w) =

{
{u},w = ua,
{w}, otherwise, σ

l(w) =

{
{v},w = av,
{w}, otherwise,

If σ ≡ λ→ a ∈ InsV , then
σ∗(w) = {uav | ∃u,v ∈ V ∗ (w = uv)}, σr(w) = {wa}, σl(w) = {aw}.

We say that α ∈ {∗, l, r} expresses the way of applying a deletion or insertion rule to a
word, namely at any position (α= ∗), in the left (α= l), or in the right (α= r) end of the word,
respectively. For every rule σ, action α ∈ {∗, l, r}, and L ⊆ V ∗, we define the α-action of σ
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on L by σα(L) =
⋃
w∈Lσ

α(w). Given a finite set of rules M , we define the α-action of M
on the word w and the language L by Mα(w) =

⋃
σ∈M σα(w) and Mα(L) =

⋃
w∈LM

α(w),
respectively.

For two disjoint subsets P and F of an alphabet V and a word w over V , we define the
predicates:

ϕ(s)(w;P,F )≡ P ⊆ alph(w) ∧ F ∩alph(w) = ∅
ϕ(w)(w;P,F )≡ alph(w)∩P 6= ∅ ∧ F ∩alph(w) = ∅.

The construction of these predicates is based on random-context conditions defined by the
two sets P (permitting contexts/symbols) and F (forbidding contexts/symbols). Informally, the
first condition requires that all permitting symbols are present in w and no forbidding symbol
is present in w, while the second one is a weaker variant of the first, requiring that at least on
permitting symbol appears in w and no forbidding symbol is present in w.

For every language L⊆ V ∗ and β ∈ {(s),(w)}, we define:
ϕβ(L,P,F ) = {w ∈ L | ϕβ(w;P,F )}.

An evolutionary processor over V is a tuple (M,PI,FI,PO,FO), where:
– M is a set of substitution, deletion or insertion rules over the alphabet V , the set of rules of
the processor. Formally (M ⊆ SubV ) or (M ⊆ DelV ) or (M ⊆ InsV ). A processor is “spe-
cialized” in one type of operations only.
– PI,FI ⊆ V are the input permitting, respectively forbidding, contexts of the processor, while
PO,FO ⊆ V are the output permitting, respectively forbidding, contexts of the processor. In-
formally, the permitting input (output) contexts are the set of symbols that should be present in
a word, when it enters (respectively, leaves) the processor, while the forbidding contexts are the
set of symbols that should not be present in a word in order to enter (respectively, leave) the
processor.
– We denote the set of evolutionary processors over V by EPV .

Obviously, the evolutionary processor described here is a mathematical concept, inspired
from the Darwinian evolution; we are not concerned here with a possible biological implemen-
tation of these processors, though a matter of great importance.

Next we define the central notion of our paper, namely Accepting Networks of Evolutionary
Processors (ANEPs for short). Our definition is slightly different from the one that was used in
literature so far (see [11] for a survey) by the usage of a special accepting symbol µ.

The main reason for giving a different definition is that we are interested in analyzing such
networks as deciding devices (thus, devices that halt on every input), not only as accepting
devices. To this end, we feel that the halting conditions used in the previous definitions of
ANEPs were somehow artificial, and quite unrelated to all the other concepts defined for these
devices. We will motivate more our definition later, and the rest of the paper will be focused on
analyzing the computational properties of the newly defined variant of ANEPs.

An accepting hybrid network of evolutionary processors (ANEP for short) is a 9-tuple Γ =
(V,U,µ,G,N ,α,β,xI ,xO), where:
– V and U are the input and network alphabets, respectively, V ⊆ U ; the symbol µ ∈ U \V is a
distinguished symbol, called accepting symbol.
– G = (XG,EG) is a directed graph, with the set of nodes XG and the set of edges EG ⊆
XG×XG. The graph G is called the underlying graph of the network, and card(XG) is the size
of Γ.
– N : XG −→ EPU is a mapping which associates with each node x ∈ XG the evolutionary
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processor N (x) = (Mx,P Ix,F Ix,POx,FOx).
– α : XG −→ {∗, l, r}; α(x) gives the action mode of the rules of node x on the words existing
in that node.
– β : XG −→ {(s),(w)} defines the type of the input/output filters of a node. More precisely,
for every node, x ∈XG, the following filters are defined:

input filter: ρx(·) = ϕβ(x)(·;PIx,F Ix),
output filter: τx(·) = ϕβ(x)(·;POx,FOx).

That is, ρx(w) (respectively, τx(w)) indicates whether or not the word w can pass the input
(respectively, output) filter of x.
– xI and xO ∈XG are the input node, and, respectively, the output node of Γ.

An ANEP is said to be complete if the underlying graphG has the edgesEG= {(x,y) | x 6= y
and x,y ∈XG}.

A configuration of an ANEP Γ is a mapping C : XG −→ 2V
∗
, associating a set of words

with every node of the graph. A configuration may be understood as the sets of words which
are present in any node at a given moment; it can change either by an evolutionary step or by a
communication step.

When changing by an evolutionary step each component C(x) of the configuration C is
changed in accordance to the set of evolutionary rules Mx, of node x, and α(x), the way these
rules should be applied. Formally, the configuration C ′ is obtained in one evolutionary step
from the configuration C, written as C =⇒ C ′, if and only if C ′(x) =M

α(x)
x (C(x)), for all

x ∈XG.

When changing by a communication step, each node-processor x ∈XG sends one copy of
each word it contains, and is able to pass its output filter, to all the node-processors connected to
x, and receives all the words sent by all the other node processor connected with x, provided that
they can pass its input filter. Formally, the configuration C ′ is obtained in one communication
step from configuration C, written as C ` C ′, if and only if C ′(x) = (C(x)− τx(C(x)))∪⋃
(y,x)∈EG

ρx(τy(C(y))), for all x ∈XG. Note that the words which leave a node are eliminated
from that node; if such a word cannot pass the input filter of any node, it is lost.

The computation of Γ on the input word w ∈ V ∗ is a (potential infinite) sequence of config-
urations C(w)

0 ,C
(w)
1 ,C

(w)
2 , . . . . The initial configuration C(w)

0 is defined by C(w)
0 (xI) = {w} and

C
(w)
0 (x) = ∅ for all x ∈XG, x 6= xI . Further, C(w)

2i =⇒ C
(w)
2i+1 and C(w)

2i+1 ` C
(w)
2i+2, for all i≥ 0.

The acceptance symbol µ is important when defining the accepting computations of an
ANEP. A computation as above halts when it reaches a configuration Cwt in which the output
node xO contains a word; we say that Γ halts on the input wordw. We distinguish two situations:
i. There exists u ∈ Cwt (xO), such that u contains the symbol µ. In this case, the computation is
an accepting computation, and Γ accepts w.
ii. Any word u ∈ Cwt (xO) does not contain the symbol µ. In this case, the computation is a
rejecting computation, and Γ rejects w.

The language accepted by Γ is La(Γ) = {w ∈ V ∗ | the computation of Γ onw is an accepting
one}. We say that an ANEP Γ decides the language L⊆ V ∗, and write L(Γ) = L if and only if
La(Γ) = L and Γ halts on all input words.

Let Γ be an ANEP deciding the language L.
The time complexity of the finite computation Cw0 , Cw1 , Cw2 , . . .Cwm of Γ on w ∈ L is de-
noted by TimeΓ(w) and equals m. The time complexity of Γ is the function TimeΓ(n) =
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max{TimeΓ(x) | |x| = n}. We say that Γ works in polynomial time, if there exists a polyno-
mial function f such that f(n)≥ TimeΓ(n).

For a function f : N −→ N we define TimeANEP (f(n)) = {L | there exists the ANEP Γ,
such that L(Γ) = L,T imeΓ(n) ≤ f(n), for all n ∈ IN}. Moreover, we write PTimeANEP =⋃
k≥0 TimeANEP (nk).

One can define in a similar manner space and length complexity classes ([11]).

3. The new halting condition and computability results
The single difference between the initial definition of ANEPs ([12]) and ours is the presence
and usage of the symbol µ. The way a computation of an ANEP is conducted remains basically
the same, but the halting conditions (both in the case of acceptance and rejection) are essentially
different.

But let us first recall the definition of a halting ANEP-computation from the literature (see
the seminal work [12], the survey [11], and the references therein). A computation halts and
accepts if there exists a configuration in which the set of words existing in the output node is
non-empty. A computation halts and rejects if there exist two identical configurations obtained
either in consecutive evolutionary steps or in consecutive communication steps. The language
accepted by the ANEP Γ is La(Γ) = {w ∈ V ∗ | the computation of Γ on w accepts}.Also, it was
said that an ANEP Γ decides the language L⊆ V ∗ iff La(Γ) = L and L halts on every input.

The reasons that made us switch to the new definition are related mainly to the rejecting
computations.

First, the rejecting condition did not seem coherent with the other conditions verified in
a ANEP. The filters verify the existence or absence of several symbols in the communicated
words; the application of a rule by a processor consists (in the more complicated cases of
substitution and deletion rules) in looking for the occurrences of a symbol in the words of
that node (if it contains any), and replacing an arbitrary such occurrence with a symbol or
with λ. The rejecting condition assumed a very different process: one checked whether the
configurations of all the nodes, in two consecutive steps of the same kind, were equal.

Also, the processes executed by an ANEP are localized: filters are associated with nodes,
rules are associated with nodes, and the accepting condition concerned only one node, the out-
put node. In the case of a rejecting computation the definition took us to a global level: we
looked at all the words present at a given moment in the network. The condition seemed an
artificial formalization of the case when the network enters in an infinite loop, and the com-
putation should halt. However, only infinite loops in which the configurations are repeated in
consecutive steps were detected. Although avoiding infinite loops seems to us a good-practice
in programming (regardless of the computational model), we do not see a reason for it to be
ruled out from the definition.

Nevertheless, verifying the equality between two configurations required to memorize, at
any moment, all the words from the last two configurations. Thus, an additional memory-device
was needed, and this was not (explicitly) part of an ANEP. This affected the self-containment
of the definition.

The new halting conditions seem to overcome these problems. The computation halts as
soon as a word enters in a special node. Although it seems to be also a condition of a different
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nature from the ones that are checked in an ANEP, it is natural to think that before each pro-
cessing step a processor checks whether it contains some words, and then it looks for the places
where the rules can be applied. Further, the decision of a computation is taken according to a
test in which we check for the existence of a symbol in the words of a node; this seems coherent
with the rest of the definition of a ANEP. Moreover, we do not use any auxiliary devices (as it
was the memory we needed in the former case).

It only remains to be settled in which measure the results already reported for ANEPs ([11])
still hold, with respect to the new definition.

Accepting a language. All the ANEP constructions proposed in the literature (for instance,
in [10, 7, 1]), where one was interested only in accepting a language by complete ANEPs, can
be still be used. However, we must modify such an ANEP in order to work properly in the
new setting: the former output node becomes an insertion node where the symbol µ is inserted
in the words that were accepted inside, and then we add a new output node, in which all the
words containing µ are allowed to enter. Thus, one can construct, for a recursively enumerable
language, an ANEP accepting it, w.r.t. the new definition.

Deciding a language. In [10] one shows that the class of languages decided by an ANEP,
with respect to the classical halting condition, is the class of recursive languages. The proof
was based on simulating, in parallel, all the possible computations of a nondeterministic Tur-
ing machine; the words communicated in the network were encodings of the Turing machine
configurations. As we have already mentioned, these proofs can be used, as long as we are not
interested in deciding the language, but only in accepting it. However, any recursive language
can be decided by a deterministic Turing machine that for each input either enters a single final
state and accepts, or enters a single blocking state and rejects. The ANEP simulating a Turing
machine, presented in [10], can be easily modified to decide a recursive language L: we sim-
ulate the deterministic Turing machine deciding L and allow in the former output node all the
words that contain the final state or the blocking state; if a word containing the final state enters
the output node, then the network accepts, otherwise, it rejects. In conclusion, the languages
decided by ANEPs, w.r.t. the new definition, are the recursive languages.

Computational Complexity. The results regarding polynomial space complexity or poly-
nomial deterministic time complexity reported [10] can be also proved by simulating determin-
istic Turing machines by ANEPs and vice versa. Therefore, they remain valid when the new
acceptance/rejection conditions are used. However, the results that were based on time-efficient
simulations of nondeterministic machines are not preserved, as we will see in Section 5..

4. Complete ANEPs

It is worth mentioning that most of the computability and computational complexity results re-
ported so far in literature deal with complete ANEPs or with ANEPs with a restricted topology
(see [11] and the references therein). More precisely, there are many results stating that particu-
lar types of networks are accepting all the recursively enumerable languages or perform a series
of tasks efficiently (e.g. solving NP-complete problems, or simulating efficiently different types
of universal devices).

A natural question arises: in which measure is the topology of the networks important,
with respect to the computational power or the efficiency of the computations? Such a result
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would be interesting if we consider that sometimes it is easier to construct an ANEP with a
particular topology, solving a given problem efficiently, than to construct a complete one (thus,
it is simpler to solve a problem by a non-uniform approach than by an uniform one). For
instance, in [2] it was left as an open problem to see if the reported results still hold for complete
ANEPs.

A first answer is immediate, but unsatisfactory. Complete ANEPs can simulate (with re-
spect to the former halting conditions) nondeterministic Turing machines, and nondeterministic
Turing machines can simulate ANEPs of any kind (see [10]). So one can construct a complete
ANEP simulating an arbitrary ANEP via the simulation by Turing machines. However, such a
simulation is not time-efficient since the Turing machine simulates a computation of t steps of
the ANEP on an input word of length n in time O(max(t2, tn)); this approach is also compli-
cated due to the the construction of the intermediate Turing machine. Such an approach leads
to complete ANEPs that solve quite inefficiently a given problem (see, for instance, Example
5.5).

In the following we propose a new answer to the above question: we can accept (respec-
tively, decide) with a complete ANEP any language accepted (respectively, decided) by an
ANEP with an arbitrary underlying graph, within the same computing time. The new halting
conditions play an important role. As we have already explained, they are not relevant in the
case when we are interested only in accepting languages: if we use these conditions, we still ob-
tain that given an arbitrary ANEP one can construct a complete ANEP accepting, as efficiently
as the arbitrary ANEP, the same language. They come into play in the case of deciding lan-
guages. Basically, the proof of our result consists in simulating an ANEP by a complete ANEP.
Two consecutive steps of the initial ANEP are simulated in exactly 54 consecutive steps of the
complete ANEP. In the classical setting, the initial ANEP rejected when the configurations ob-
tained in two consecutive steps of the same kind were identical; but these configurations do not
occur in the complete ANEP consecutively so the new network would not reject, but enter in an
infinite cycle. Thus, such a simulation would not preserve the halting property of a computation.
However, when the new conditions are used the halting property is preserved canonically.

The proof of the announced results is based on the following two Lemmas.

Lemma 4.1 Given an ANEP Γ = (V, U, µ, G, N , α, β, In, Out), one can construct an ANEP
Γ′ = (V, U, µ, G′, N ′, α′, β′, In′, Out′) such that Γ′ accepts (decides) the same language as
Γ accepts (respectively, decides), each node of Γ′ has at most one rule and In′ has no rules.
Moreover, two consecutive steps of Γ (an evolutionary and a communication step) are simulated
in exactly 6 consecutive steps (3 evolutionary and 3 communication steps) of Γ′.

Proof. We will show how we can construct for each node x, of the network Γ, a subnet-
work s(x), contained in Γ′, that simulates the computation of the processor N (x). We denote
by set(s(x)) the nodes of the subnetwork s(x), and distinguish two nodes of this subnetwork,
namely i(s(x)) and o(s(x)), that make possible the communication with the subnetworks con-
structed for the other nodes (these two nodes can be seen as the input node, and, respectively,
the output node of the network, while all the other nodes can be seen as internal nodes). We
also denote by edge(s(x)) the set of edges of the subnetwork (that is, the edges connecting the
nodes of the subnetwork).

Let us assume that the node x verifies N (x) = (M,PI,FI,PO,FO), M = {r1, . . . , rn},
and α(x) = s. Then we have:
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• set(s(x)) = {x0,x
′
0,x1,x2}∪{xa | a ∈ PO}∪{xr1, . . . ,xrn}, i(s(x)) = x0, o(s(x)) = x2.

• edge(s(x)) = {(xa,x′0),(xri ,xa) | a ∈ PO,i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}∪{(x0,x
r
i ), (x

r
i ,x1), (x

r
i ,x2),

(x1,x
′
0), (x

′
0,x

r
i ) | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}.

• N ′(x0) = (∅,P I,FI,∅,∅), α′(x1) = s, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N ′(x1) = (∅,FO,∅,U,∅), α′(x1) = w, β′(x1) = ∗.
• For a ∈ PO we have: N ′(xa) = (∅,W,{a},U,∅), α′(xa) = w, β′(xa) = ∗.
• For i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have: N ′(xri ) = ({ri},U,∅,U,∅), α′(xri ) = w, β′(xri ) = ∗.
• N ′(x′0) = (∅,U,∅,U,∅), α′(x′0) = w, β′(x′0) = ∗.
• N ′(x2) = (∅,PO,FO,∅,∅), α′(x2) = s, β′(x2) = ∗.

To see that the subnetwork s(x) defined above simulates the behavior of the node x, let us
assume that w is a word that was sent towards the node x in a communication step of Γ, and the
same word was also sent towards x0 in Γ′. Of course w enters x if and only if it enters x0. In x,
a rule ri is applied to w; this is simulated in s(x) in the following steps: w goes from x0 to xri ,
where the rule ri is applied to it. Back in Γ, the word can exit the node x, if it verifies the filters
PO and FO, or remain in the node and be further processed. In Γ′ the word can go to x2, if it
verifies the filters PO and FO, and leave the subnetwork in the next communication step; if it
does not verify these filters, it goes to x1 (if it has a forbidden symbol in it) or into a node xa (if
it does not contain the symbol a ∈ PO), and from these nodes is sent to x′0, and the it is resent
to the nodes xrj , for j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, to be further processed. It is clear that the subnetwork s(x)
behaves exactly like the node x. Moreover, one processing step and one communication step of
Γ are simulated in Γ′ by 3 processing and 3 communication steps.

The case of the nodes with weak filters is a easier. Let us assume that the node x verifies
N (x) = (M,PI,FI,PO,FO), M = {r1, . . . , rn}, and α(x) = w. Then we have:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1,x
′
1,x2}∪{xr1, . . . ,xrn}, i(s(x)) = x0, o(s(x)) = x2.

• edge(s(x)) = {(x0,x
r
i ),(x

r
i ,x1),(x

r
i ,x2),(x

′
0,x

r
i ),(x

r
i ,x
′
1), | i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}∪

∪{(x1,x
′
0),(x

′
1,x
′
0)}.

• N ′(x0) = (∅,P I,FI,U,∅), α′(x0) = w, β′(x0) = ∗.
• N ′(x1) = (∅,FO,∅,U,∅), α′(x1) = w, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N ′(x′1) = (∅,W,PO,U,∅), α′(xa) = w, β′(xa) = ∗.
• For i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} we have: N ′(xri ) = ({ri},U,∅,U,∅), α′(xri ) = w, β′(xri ) = ∗.
• N ′(x′0) = (∅,U,∅,U,∅), α′(x′0) = w, β′(x′0) = ∗.
• N ′(x2) = (∅,PO,FO,U,∅), α′(x2) = w, β′(x2) = ∗.

The simulation of the computation of node x by the subnetwork s(x) goes pretty much like the
above. The only difference is that in the case of weak filters, a word cannot exit x in the case
when it contains a forbidden symbol (in the simulation, the word goes to x1) or in the case it
does not contain any of the permitting symbols (in the simulation, the word goes to x′1). As in
the former case, one processing step and one communication step of Γ are simulated in Γ′ by 3
processing and 3 communication steps.

If a node x has no rules, our intuition is that it should be kept in the exact same form in the
new network. However, in order to be sure that the ANEP we construct simulates correctly the
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given one, we must be sure that each step of the initial network is simulated in the same number
of steps by the new one. For this, we must be sure that an evolutionary step of the initial
network, in which no rule are applied, and the consequent communication step are simulated in
3 processing (in which no rule will be applied) and 3 communication steps of the new network.
Therefore, we set, in the case of α(x) = s:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1,x2}, i(s(x)) = x0, o(s(x)) = x2.

• edge(s(x)) = {(x0,x1),(x1,x2)}.
• N ′(x0) = (∅,P I,FI,U,∅), α′(x0) = s, β′(x0) = ∗.
• N ′(x1) = (∅,PO,FO,U,∅), α′(x1) = s, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N ′(x2) = (∅,U,∅,U,∅), α′(x2) = w, β′(x2) = ∗.

The case of weak filters can be treated in the same manner: we just have to change the permitting
output filters of x0 and x1, and make them equal to U , and set α(x0) = α(x1) = s.

To finish the construction of the network Γ′ we set:

• G′ = (XG′ ,EG′), where XG′ =
⋃
x∈XG

set(s(x)) and EG′ = {(o(s(x)), i(s(y))) | (x,y) ∈
EG}∪

⋃
x∈XG

edge(s(x))

• The input node of the network, denoted x′I , is i(s(xI)). The output node of the network,
denoted x′O, is i(s(xO)).

From the remarks made when we explained our simulations it is clear that the network Γ′

accepts (decides) exactly the same language as Γ. 2

Lemma 4.2 Given an ANEP Γ = (V, U, µ, G, N , α, β, In, Out), such that all the processors
Γ have at most one rule and In has no rules, one can construct a complete ANEP Γ′ = (V,
U ′, µ, ν, G′, N ′, α′, β′, In′, Out′) such that Γ′ accepts (decides) the same language as Γ

accepts (respectively, decides). Moreover, two consecutive steps of Γ (an evolutionary and
a communication step) are simulated in exactly 18 consecutive steps (9 evolutionary and 9
communication steps) of Γ′.

Proof. Let U1 = {#x,#′x,#′′x,#bx,#x,y | b ∈ U,x,y ∈XG,(x,y) ∈ EG}.
The complete network Γ′ simulates the computation of Γ using the following strategy. We

try to construct for each node x, of Γ, a subnetwork s(x), of Γ′, that simulates the computation of
the processor N (x); we denote by set(s(x)) the nodes of the subnetwork s(x). The underlying
graph of Γ′ is complete and has the nodes

⋃
x∈XG

set(x). All the words processed in the new
network have a special symbol from U1. The symbols of U1 that encode one processor of the
initial network indicate the nodes whose actions must be simulated at that point, thus which of
the subnetworks should act on the word. The symbols that encode two nodes indicate a possible
way to communicate the word containing it between the subnetworks of Γ′. The symbol #In is
inserted in the input word at the beginning of the computation, so we should start by simulating
the input node of Γ. Further, the way the computation is conducted, described below, and
the way symbols of U1 are inserted, deleted or modified, in the processed words enable us to
simulate, in parallel, all the possible derivations of the input word in Γ, and ensure that the
subnetworks act independently.
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The alphabet of Γ′ is defined as U ′ = U ∪{b′, b′′ | b ∈ U}∪{#(i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 8}∪U1. In the
following, we define the rest of the network.

We will split our discussion in many cases, according to the type of the node (with no rules,
insertion, substitution, deletion), the way the operations are applied (left, right, arbitrary) and the
type of the filters. We stress out from the beginning that one processing step and the subsequent
communication step of the network Γ will be simulated in exactly 9 processing steps and the
corresponding communications steps in Γ′; this is because in the most intricate case, namely
the case of deletion nodes, our network actually needs this many steps to simulate correctly one
step of Γ.

Assume that the node x verifies N (x) = (∅,P I,FI,PO,FO). Then we have:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1},
• N (x0) = ({#x→ #′x},P I,FI ∪ (U1 \{#x}),{#′x},∅), α′(x0) = α(x).

• N (x1)= ({#′x→ #(1),#(7)→ #y | (x,y)∈EG}∪{#(i)→ #(i+1) | 1≤ i≤ 6},U ′,∅,PO,FO∪
{#′x}∪{#(i) | 1≤ i≤ 7}), α′(x1) = α(x).

In s(x) we only change the symbol #x into a new symbol #y, indicating that the word can now go
towards the nodes of the subnetwork s(y), and cannot enter the nodes of any other subnetwork.
The only trick is that we must do this change in nine steps, instead of a single rewriting step.
The rest of the word is left unchanged, as it was also the case in the node x of the initial network,
where the whole word stayed unchanged.

In the case of the input node In of Γ, the only difference is that we add a new node In′0,
which is an insertion node, where #′In is inserted. The input node of the network is In′0. This
node does not allow any word to enter, and allows all the words to exit. The subnetwork asso-
ciated with the output node Out has only the node Out0, which is the output node of the new
network.

For the node x, withN (x) = ({λ→ a},P I,FI,PO,FO), α(x) = s and β(x) = l, we have:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1,x2,x3}.
• N (x0) = ({λ→ #′x},P I,FI ∪ (U1 \{#x}),U ′,∅), α′(x0) = s, β′(x0) = r.

• N (x1) = ({#x→ λ},{#′x,#x},U1 \{#′x,#x},U ′,∅), α′(x1) = s, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N (x2) = ({λ→ a′},{#′x},U1 \{#′x},(PO∪{a′})\{a},FO∪{b′ | b ∈ FO}), α′(x2) = s,
β′(x2) = l.

• N (x3) = ({a′→ a}∪{#′x→ #(1), #(1)→ #(2), #(2)→ #(3), #(3)→ #(4), #(4)→ #y | (x,y) ∈
EG},{a′},U1 \{#′x},{#y | (x,y) ∈ EG},{a′,#′x}), α′(x3) = w, β′(x3) = ∗.

The subnetwork associated with an right insertion node, with strong filters, is very similar, the
only different things being that β′(x0) = l and β′(x2) = r. Also, the subnetwork associated with
an arbitrary insertion node, with strong filters, is similar, this time the different things being that
β′(x0) = β′(x2) = ∗.

In the following we explain how the subnetwork works in the case of left insertion nodes
(as the other cases are treated analogously). Let us assume that w is a word that was sent
towards the node x in a communication step of Γ, and the word w1#xw2, with w1w2 = w, was
communicated in the network Γ′. If the word w can pass the input filters of x then w1#xw2 can
also enter x0 (and no other node); the reversal holds also. In the node x we obtain from w the
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word aw, which leaves the node if it verifies the output conditions; note that if the word does
not leave the node after one processing step, then it will never leave, since any new insertion
would not make it contain new symbols (because, as we have assumed, we have at most one
rule per node). In the network Γ′ the word is processed as follows. In x0 it becomes w1#xw2#′x
and is sent out. As we will see after the whole network is defined, it can only enter x1 (because
all the other nodes block the words containing both #x and #′x); here it becomes w1w2#′x =w#′x.
Further, it is communicated in the network and can only enter x2, where it becomes a′w#′x. It
is not hard to see that this word can leave the node x2 if and only if aw can leave the node x;
as in the case of the initial network, if the word does not leave the node after one processing
step, then it will never do so. Therefore, if the word verifies the output filters and leaves the
node it can only go to node x3 where we obtain, in 6 processing steps, all the words aw#y, for
a node y such that (x,y) ∈EG. Each word aw#y leaves the node and can go to the nodes of the
subnetworks associated with the node y. Clearly, s(x) simulates correctly one processing step
done by x, and the consequent communication step, in 9 processing and communication steps.

The case of insertion nodes with weak filters is very similar. We just have to redefine the
filters of x0 and x2 to weak, and to set to U ′ the permitting output filter of x0.

Now we move on to substitution nodes. In this case we only have two cases, according to
the way filters are used, since substitutions are always applied arbitrary. For the node x, with
N (x) = ({a→ b},P I,FI,PO,FO), a ∈ FO, α(x) = s and β(x) = ∗, we have:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6}.
• N (x0) = ({#x→ #′x},P I,FI ∪ (U1 \{#x}),U ′,∅), α′(x0) = s, β′(x0) = ∗.
• N (x1) = ({a→ b′},{a},U1 \{#′x},U ′,∅), α′(x1) = s, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N (x2) = ({#′x→ #′′x},{#′x},{a}∪ (U1 \{#′x}),U ′,∅), α′(x2) = s, β′(x3) = ∗.
• N (x3) = ({#′x→ #◦x},{b′},U1 \{#′x},{a},FO∪{c′ | c ∈ FO}), α′(x3) = s, β′(x3) = ∗.
• N (x4) = ({b′→ b, #◦x→ #(1), #(1)→ #(2), #(2)→ #(3), #(3)→ #(4), #(4)→ #′x}, {b′}, U1 \
{#◦x}, {a}, FO∪{b′,#◦x}), α′(x4) = w, β′(x4) = ∗.
• N (x5) = ({b′→ b,#′x→ #(2),#′′x→ #(1),#(1)→ #(2),#(2)→ #(3),#(3)→ #(4),#(4)→ #x,y |
b ∈ U,(x,y) ∈ EG},{b′,#′′x},FO∪{c′ | c ∈ FO}∪ (U1 \ {#′x,#′′x}),U ′,{#(i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ 4}∪
{#′′x, b′,#′x}), α′(x5) = w, β′(x5) = ∗.
• N (x6) = ({#x,y → #y | Y ∈ XG},PO,U1 \ {#x,y | (x,y) ∈ EG},U ′,{#x,y | (x,y) ∈ EG}),
α′(x6) = s, β′(x6) = ∗.

If a /∈ FO then we simply delete the nodes x3 and x4.
The simulation implemented by the subnetwork is, in this case, more involved. Let us

assume that w is a word that was sent towards the node x in a communication step of Γ, and the
word w1#xw2, with w1w2 =w, was communicated in the network Γ′. If the word w can pass the
input filters of x then w1#xw2 can also enter x0 (and no other node); the reversal holds as well.
In the node x we obtain from w a word w′ by substituting several a symbols with b symbols
(actually, we either substitute exactly one occurrence of an a, if a /∈ FO, all of them, if a ∈ FO,
or none, if w contains no a) and w′ leaves the node if it verifies the output conditions. In the
network Γ′ the word is processed as follows. In x0 it becomes w1#′xw2 and is sent out. It can
only enter x1, if it contains at least on a, or x2, otherwise. In the first case it becomes w′1#′xw

′
2,

by substituting exactly one a symbol with a b′ symbol. In the second case, the word becomes
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w1#′′xw2 (only the symbol encoding the current node is changed, and the rest of the word remains
the same because it contains no a). In the both cases, the obtained words enter x5 where we
obtain, in 5 processing steps, all the words w3#x,yw4, for a node y such that (x,y) ∈ EG and
w3w4 = w′, where w′ was obtained from w by substituting at most one a symbol with a b
symbol. Such words can only be communicated x6, if they w′ verifies the output filters of x. In
x6 they are transformed into w3#yw4, and can go to the nodes of the subnetwork associated with
the node y of Γ. There is one more thing to be analyzed: the words that leave x2 and contain a,
in the case when a ∈ FO. These words can go to x3, where they become w′1#◦xw

′
2 and, further,

can only enter x4 (but only if they do not contain any more forbidden output symbols of x, or
their primed copies). In this node, b′ becomes b and #◦x becomes #′x, after 6 processing steps
are made, and the obtained words are sent back to x2, where another processing step of x is
simulated. It is not hard to see now that the action of the node x in Γ was correctly simulated
by the subnetwork s(x) in Γ′; more precisely one processing and one communication step of Γ

are simulated in 9 processing and 9 communication steps of Γ′.
The case of substitution nodes with weak filters can be treated in a similar fashion. We

simply have to define the filters of x0 and x6 in the previous network as weak, and to set to U ′

their permitting output filters. As in the former case, if w is a word that was sent towards the
node x in a communication step of Γ, and the wordw1#xw2, withw1w2 =w, was communicated
in the network Γ′, we obtain in Γ′ all the words w3#yw4, such that (x,y) ∈ EG and w3w4 = w′

where w′ was obtained in node x from w and was able to leave that node. Clearly, the action of
the node x in Γ was simulated soundly by the subnetwork s(x) in Γ′.

Finally, we present the simulation of the deletion nodes. As in the case of insertions, we can
have left, right or arbitrary deletion rules, and, strong or weak filters. However, all the cases are
based on the same general idea. Therefore, we present and discuss in details only one case: the
case of left deletion nodes, with strong filters. For right and arbitrary insertions we will describe
only the differences from this construction.

Let us assume that the node x verifies N (x) = ({a→ λ},P I,FI,PO,FO), α(x) = s and
β(x) = l. First, we will assume that a ∈ FO. In this case, we have:

• set(s(x)) = {x0,x1,x2,x3,x5}∪{xb,xb | b ∈ U}.
• N (x0) = ({λ→ #′x},P I,FI ∪ (U1 \{#x}),U ′,∅), α′(x0) = s, β′(x0) = r.
• N (x1) = ({#x→ λ},{#′x,#x},(U1 \{#x,#′x})∪{a′},U ′,∅), α′(x1) = s, β′(x1) = ∗.
• N (x2) = ({b→ b′ | b ∈ U},{#′x},U1 \{#′x},{b′ | b ∈ U},∅), α′(x2) = w, β′(x2) = ∗.
• N (x3) = ({#′x→ #bx | b ∈ V },{b′ | b ∈ V },U1 \{#′x},U ′,{#′x}), α′(x3) = w, β′(x3) = ∗.
• For all b ∈ U we have: N (xb) = ({b′→ λ},{#bx},{c′ | c ∈ U \{b}}∪{c′′ | c ∈ U},U ′,{c′ |
c ∈ U}), α′(xb) = w, β′(xb) = l.
• For all b ∈ U \ {a} we have: N (xb) = ({λ→ b′′},{#bx},{c′ | c ∈ U},U ′,∅), α′(xb) = w,
β′(xb) = l.
• N (xa) = ({#ax→ #′′x},{#ax},{c′ | c ∈ U},U ′,∅), α′(xa) = w, β′(xa) = ∗.
• N (x4) = ({#′′x→ #(1),#(1)→ #(2),#(2)→ #(3),#(3)→ #(4),#(4)→ #′x},{a},{b′′ | b ∈ U}∪
(U1 \{#′′x}),{#′x},∅), α′(x4) = w, β′(x4) = ∗.
• N (x5) = ({#′′x→ #(1),#(1)→ #x,y,#bx→ #x,y, b′′→ b | b ∈ U,(x,y) ∈ EG},{#′′x}∪{b′′ | b ∈
U},FO∪{b′′ | b ∈ FO}∪ (U1 \ {#′′x}),U ′,{#(1)}∪ {#′′x}∪ {b′′,#bx | b ∈ U}), α′(x5) = w,
β′(x5) = ∗.
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• N (x6) = ({#x,y → #y | y ∈ XG},PO,{#′′y,#y,#′y,#by | b ∈ U,y ∈ XG},∅,{#x,y | (x,y) ∈
EG}), α′(x6) = s, β′(x6) = ∗.

The simulation implemented by the subnetwork is, in this case, more involved. Let us
assume that w is a word that was sent towards the node x in a communication step of Γ, and the
word w1#xw2, with w1w2 =w, was communicated in the network Γ′. If the word w can pass the
input filters of x then w1#xw2 can also enter x0, and vice versa. In the node x we obtain from
w a word w′ by deleting all the a symbols from the left end of the word, and this word leaves
the node if it verifies the output conditions. In the network Γ′ the word is processed as follows.
In x0 it becomes w1#xw2#′x and is sent out. It can only enter x1 where it becomes w#′x. Now it
can only go to x2. Here it is transformed into w′1b

′w′2#′x, for all b ∈ U andw′1,w
′
2 ∈ U∗ such that

w′1bw2 =w. Now these word enter x3, and the network obtains from them the words w′1b
′w′2#cx,

with c ∈ U . From these, only the words w′1b
′w′2#bx are further processed. More precisely, the

node xb permits these words to enter, and transforms them into w′2#bx, if and only if w′1 = λ.
Next, the obtained words can only go to node xb. If b 6= a it means that we simulated a deletion
that should not have happened, so we remake the word into b′′w′2#bx; otherwise, the deletion was
correct, and we get in xa the word w′2#′′x. In the first case, the words can enter x5 (if they do not
contain any of the forbidden output symbols of node x) where they are transformed into w′#x,y,
with (x,y) ∈ EG, in two processing steps, and sent out; finally, they can enter only the node
x6, but if and only if w′ verifies the permitting output filters of x, and here are transformed into
w′#y and go out in the network (and can only enter the nodes of the subnetwork constructed for
the node y). In the second case, the word w′2#′′x can either enter x5, and be processed as above,
or, if it still contains a symbols, which are forbidden output symbols for x, it goes to node x4;
in this node they are transformed into w′2#′x (in 5 steps), go back to node x2, and the whole
process described above is repeated. It is not hard to see now that the action of the node x in Γ

was correctly simulated by the subnetwork s(x) in Γ′; more precisely one processing and one
communication step of Γ are simulated in 9 processing and 9 communication steps of Γ′.

In the case when a /∈ FO we simply delete the node x4, and the simulation goes on just the
same. To adapt the above construction to the case of right deletion nodes, we should switch the
working mode of nodes x0, xb and xb; that is, if one of these nodes was a node where left (right)
operations were applied, it must become a node where right (respectively, left) operations are
applied. In the case of arbitrary deletion nodes, we simply redefine all the node such that they
apply the rules arbitrary. Finally, when the node x has weak filters, we set the filters of x1 and
x6 to weak and redefine their permitting output filters as equal to U ′, such that all the words that
do not contain forbidden output symbols are allowed to leave these nodes.

The output node of the network is the node Out0 from the subnetwork s(Out), associated
with the node Out. From the way the subnetworks s(x), with x ∈ XG, work we see that the
following statements are equivalent:
i. w is a word that entered the node x in Γ, was transformed by this node into w′ in one step,
and w′ was communicated to node y (when w′ cannot exit x we assume that y = x);
ii. the wordw1#xw2, withw1w2 =w, entered the node x0, from the subnetwork s(x) of Γ′, and it
was transformed, by the nodes of s(x), into w′1#yw′2, with w′1w

′
2 =w′, in exactly 9 evolutionary

and 9 communication steps.
Note that Γ′ accepts a word w if and only if a word w1#Outw2, with w1w2 ∈ U∗, can be

derived from it; but such a word can be derived only in a number of steps divisible by 9.
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According to the above, the computation of Γ on w ends (and accepts) in t steps if and
only if the computation of Γ′ on w ends (and, respectively, accepts) in 9t steps. Therefore,
L(Γ) = L(Γ′). 2

It is worth mentioning that the problem of simulating an arbitrary NEP by a complete NEP
was approached also in the case of generating networks [4]. However, the things were different
in that setting: the filters in GNEPs were regular sets, and this allowed us to control easier the
communication; no weak/strong filtering conditions existed; each node contains a set of axioms,
at the beginning of the computation. However, the most important differences are that: the rules
were applied in a different fashion (i.e., if at least one rule can be applied to a word w, we
obtain all the words that are derived from the word w by applying exactly one of the possible
rules at exactly one feasible position in the word w) and in the case of GNEPs we don’t need
to worry about halting computations, acceptance or rejection (and synchronizing the different
derivations of a word, in order to obtain the same outcome).

Theorem 4.3 Given an ANEP Γ = (V,U,µ,G,N ,α,β,In,Out), one can construct a complete
ANEP Γ′ = (V,U ′,µ,G′,N ′,α′,β′, In′,Out′) such that Γ′ accepts (decides) the same language
as Γ accepts (respectively, decides). Moreover, two consecutive steps of Γ (an evolutionary and
a communication step) are simulated in exactly 54 consecutive steps (27 evolutionary and 27
communication steps) of Γ′.

Proof. First, the given ANEP Γ = (V, U, µ, ν, G, N , α, β, xI , xO), is transformed into an
ANEP Γ′= (V, U, µ, ν, G′,N ′, α′, β′, x′I , x′O) such that Γ′ accepts (decides) the same language
as Γ accepts (respectively, decides), each node of Γ′ has at most one rule and x′I has no rules.
Moreover, two consecutive steps of Γ (an evolutionary and a communication step) are simulated
in exactly in exactly 3 evolutionary steps and 3 communication steps of Γ′. The proof of this
fact can be found in [9].

Second, by Lemma 4.2, we transform Γ′ into a complete ANEP Γ′′ = (V, U ′′, µ, ν, G′′,N ′′,
α′′, β′′, x′′I , x

′′
O) such that Γ′ accepts (decides) the same language as Γ accepts (respectively,

decides). Moreover, two consecutive steps of Γ (an evolutionary and a communication step) are
simulated in exactly in exactly 9 evolutionary steps and 9 communication steps ofΓ′.

This shows that the statements of Theorem 4.3 hold. 2

Compared to the afore mentioned simulation via Turing machines, we also propose a 2-steps
construction, but the only computational model we use is the ANEP model. Also, the both steps
rely on the same idea: we replace the nodes of the initial network with a group of nodes that
simulate its job; this makes the construction simpler to apply, and easier to follow. Moreover,
the complete network simulates in linear time the arbitrary network.

The result in Theorem 4.3 has a series of consequences. First, it provides a normal topology
for ANEPs, allowing us to specify all the results and definitions in an uniform manner, without
taking into account the particular topology of the network. Second, the transformation from an
arbitrary network into a complete one is algorithmic, and can be applied automatically. Further,
the number of nodes in the complete networks is greater only by a constant factor than the
number of nodes of the simulated one. Our simulation preserves the computational properties
of the initial ANEP, thus, complete networks can be used to prove lower bounds: the most
time-efficient ANEP-based solution of a problem can be implemented on a complete ANEP.

The proof of Lemma 4.2 is an example on how one can design an ANEP by putting together
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multiple subnetworks; this approach seems close to that of procedural programming. Theorem
4.3 shows that building a greater ANEP from smaller subnetworks is an approach that can
be used without being afraid that such a solution is no longer uniform (i.e., the network has
very specific properties, and cannot be transformed efficiently to a general network, such as a
complete one). Moreover, if an ANEP constructed from subnetworks works efficiently, so will
do the complete variant of that ANEP.

5. Computational Complexity
We recall from [8] the following definition:

Definition 5.1 Let M be a nondeterministic polynomial Turing machine and w be a word over
the input alphabet ofM . The wordw is accepted byM with respect to the shortest computations
if one of the possible shortest computations ofM onw is accepting; w is rejected byM w.r.t. the
shortest computations if all the possible shortest computations of M on w are rejecting. We
denote by Lsc(M) the language decided byM w.r.t. the shortest computations and by PTimesc
the class of all the languages decided in this manner.

It is not hard to see that the class of languages decided w.r.t. shortest computations by nonde-
terministic polynomial Turing machines with a single tape equals PTimesc. In [8] the following
result is shown:

Theorem 5.2 PTimesc = PNP[log].1

Further, one can show that ANEPs simulate efficiently nondeterministic Turing machines
that decide w.r.t. shortest computations, and vice versa.

Theorem 5.3
i. For every ANEP Γ, deciding a language L and working in polynomial time P (n), there exists
a nondeterministic polynomial single-tape Turing machineM , deciding L w.r.t. shortest compu-
tations; M can be constructed such that it makes at most P 2(n) steps in a halting computation
on a string of length n.
ii. For every nondeterministic polynomial single-tape Turing machine M , deciding a language
L w.r.t. shortest computations, there exists a complete ANEP Γ, deciding the same language
L. Moreover, Γ can be constructed such that TimeΓ(n) ∈ O(P (n)), provided that M makes at
most P (n) steps in a halting computation on a string of length n. 2

Proof. In order to define completely the setting, recall that a one-tape nondeterministic Turing
machine is a construct M = (Q, V, U, δ, q0, B, F ), where Q is a finite set of states, V is the
input alphabet, U is the tape alphabet, V ⊂ U , q0 is the initial state, B ∈ U \V is the “blank”
symbol, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and δ is the transition mapping, δ : (Q \F )×U →
2Q×(U\{B})×{R,L}. In this paper, we assume without loss of generality that any Turing machine
we consider has a semi-infinite tape (bounded to the left) and makes no stationary moves; the
computation of such a machine is described in [14, 5, 13]. We are interested here in machines

1PNP[log] is the class of problems solvable by a deterministic polynomial machine, that can make O(logn)
queries to an NP oracle (where n is the length of the input).
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that accept a language w.r.t. shortest computations. The word w is accepted by M with respect
to the shortest computations if one of the possible shortest computations ofM onw is accepting;
w is rejected by M w.r.t. the shortest computations if all the possible shortest computations of
M on w are rejecting. We denote by Lasc(M) the accepted language, i.e., the set of all the words
accepted by M ; if all the computations of M are either accepting or rejecting, we say that M
decides the accepted language, and denote by Lsc(M) the language decided by M w.r.t. the
shortest computations.

First we show that i. holds. The idea is quite simple. Since Γ works in polynomial time
it follows that any computation of this ANEP on a word of length n has at most P (n) steps.
A nondeterministic Turing machine chooses nondeterministically a computation and simulates
it, exactly like in the proofs from [10]. The only restriction is that the machine first computes
n+P (n) and, then, will always simulate one evolutionary step, as well as one communication
step, in exactly n+P (n) computational steps. A computation halts when the word obtained can
be accepted in the output node of Γ, and it accepts when the word contains the special accepting
symbol, and rejects, otherwise. In this way, the shortest computation of the Turing machine
on an input word w simulates the shortest possible derivation of Γ starting from that word
and ending with a word accepted in the output node. The computation of the machine accepts
(rejects), w.r.t. shortest computations, if and only the computation of the ANEP accepts (rejects).
Clearly, M makes at most nP (n)+P 2(n) steps in a halting computation. This concludes the
proof of i..

Now we move on to show ii.. We start by constructing an incomplete network Γ′ that
simulates M . Then we just have to apply Theorem 4.3 and we obtain the desired result.

We assume, with out losing generality, that M has exactly one accepting state qo and a
blocking state (i.e., a state in which it enters and rejects) qr. We assume that there are no
transitions that can occur in these states.

The main idea is to construct Γ′ from several subnetworks. The working alphabet of Γ′ is
denoted by UΓ′ .

First we have two nodes x1 and x2 that work as follows.

• N (x1) = ({λ→B},∅,∅,U,∅), α(x1) = w, β(x1) = r.

• N (x2) = ({λ→ q0},U,∅,U ∪{q0},∅), α(x2) = w, β(x2) = r.

• We have the edge (x1,x2)

Then we have a node xcenter, which acts as a central node of the network, as it basically
controls the way the computation is conducted.

• N (xcenter) = ({q→ [q,a,q′, b,X], qo→ qo, qr → qr | q,q′ ∈ Q, a,b ∈ U, X ∈ {R,L}, and
(q′, b,X) ∈ δ(q,a)}, U ∪Q,∅, UΓ′ ,Q), α(xcenter) = w, β(xcenter) = r.

• We have the edge (x2,xcenter).

We also have an output node:

• N (xout) = (∅,{qa, qb},∅,∅,∅), α(xcenter) = w.

• We have the edge (xcenter,xout).

For a transition (q′, b,L) ∈ δ(q,B), let t denote the tuple (q,B,q′, b,L). We have a subnet-
work Γ′t. This subnetwork has the following nodes and edges:
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• N (xt1) = ({B→⊥},{B},Q∪ (Q′ \{[q,B,q′, b,L])},{⊥},∅), α(xt1) = w.

• N (xt2) = ({⊥→ λ},{⊥},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt2) = w, β(xt2) = l.

• N (xt3) = ({λ→B},UΓ′ ,{⊥},UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt3) = w, β(xt3) = l.

• N (xt4) = ({λ→ b},UΓ′ ,∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt4) = w, β(xt4) = l.

• N (xt5) = ({c→ c′ | c ∈ U},UΓ′ ,∅,{c′ | c ∈ U},∅), α(xt5) = w.

• N (xtc,1) = ({λ→ c},{c′},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xtc,1) = w, β(xtc,1) = l, for c ∈ U \{B}.
• N (xt6) = ({c′→ λ | c ∈ U},{c′ | c ∈ U},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt6) = w, β(xt6) = r.

• N (xt7) = ({[q,B,q′, b,L]→ q′},UΓ′ ,{c′ | c ∈ U},Q,∅), α(xt7) = w.

• We have the edges (xti,x
t
i+1), for i ∈ {1,2,3,4,6}, and the edges {(xt5,xtc),(xtc,xt6) | c ∈

U \{B}}. Furthermore, we have the edges (xcenter,xt1) and (xt7,xcenter)

For a transition (q′, b,R) ∈ δ(q,B), let t denote the tuple (q,B,q′, b,R). We have a subnet-
work Γ′t. This subnetwork has the following nodes and edges:

• N (xt1) = ({B→⊥},{B},Q∪ (Q′ \{[q,B,q′, b,L])},{⊥},∅), α(xt1) = w.

• N (xt2) = ({⊥→ λ},{⊥},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt2) = w, β(xt2) = l.

• N (xt3) = ({λ→B},UΓ′ ,{⊥},UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt3) = w, β(xt3) = l.

• N (xt4) = ({λ→ b},UΓ′ ,∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt4) = w, β(xt4) = r.

• N (xt5) = ({[q,a,q′, b,L]→⊥1,⊥1→⊥2,⊥2→⊥3,⊥3→ q′},UΓ′ ,{c′ | c∈U},Q,{⊥i | i∈
{1,2,3}}), α(xt5) = w.

• We have the edges (xti,x
t
i+1), for i ∈ {1,2,3,4}. Also, we have the edges (xcenter,xt1) and

(xt4,xcenter)

For a transition (q′, b,L) ∈ δ(q,a), with a 6=B, let t denote the tuple (q,a,q′, b,L). We have
a subnetwork Γ′t. This subnetwork has the following nodes and edges:

• N (xt1) = ({a→⊥},{a},Q∪ (Q′ \{[q,B,q′, b,L])},{⊥},∅), α(xt1) = w.

• N (xt2) = ({⊥→ λ},{⊥},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt2) = w, β(xt2) = l.

• N (xt3) = ({λ→ b},UΓ′ ,{⊥},UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt3) = w, β(xt3) = l.

• N (xt4) = ({c→ c′ | c ∈ U},UΓ′ ,∅,{c′ | c ∈ U},∅), α(xt5) = w.

• N (xtc,1) = ({λ→ c},{c′},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xtc,1) = w, β(xtc,1) = l, for c ∈ U \{B}.
• N (xt5) = ({c′→ λ | c ∈ U},{c′ | c ∈ U},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt6) = w, β(xt6) = r, for c ∈ U \{B}.
• N (xt6) = ({[q,a,q′, b,L]→⊥,⊥→ q′},UΓ′ ,{c′ | c ∈ U},Q,{⊥}), α(xt7) = w.

• We have the edges (xti,x
t
i+1), for i ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}, and the edges {(xt4,xtc),(xtc,xt5) | c ∈

U \{B}}. Furthermore, we have the edges (xcenter,xt1) and (xt6,xcenter)

For a transition (q′, b,R) ∈ δ(q,a), with a 6=B, let t denote the tuple (q,a,q′, b,R). We have
a subnetwork Γ′t. This subnetwork has the following nodes and edges:

• N (xt1) = ({a→⊥},{a},Q∪ (Q′ \{[q,B,q′, b,L])},{⊥},∅), α(xt1) = w.

• N (xt2) = ({⊥→ λ},{⊥},∅,UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt2) = w, β(xt2) = l.
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• N (xt3) = ({λ→ b},UΓ′ ,{⊥},UΓ′ ,∅), α(xt3) = w, β(xt3) = r.

• N (xt4) = ({[q,a,q′, b,L]→⊥1,⊥4→ q′}∪{⊥i→⊥i+1 | 1≤ i≤ 3}, UΓ′ , {c′ | c ∈ U}, Q,
{⊥i | i ∈ {1,2,3,4}}), α(xt4) = w.

• We have the edges (xti,x
t
i+1), for i ∈ {1,2,3}. Furthermore, we have the edges (xcenter,xt1)

and (xt3,xcenter)

The way the network Γ′ works is quite simple: the nodes x1 and x2 transform the input word
w intowBq0, and sends this word to xcenter. Then, we can assume that the node xcenter contains
a word w′Bqw′′, meaning that the machine M is in state q and the tape-head points to the first
symbol ofw′B (assumption that holds after the first step). This node chooses which transition of
M should be simulated next. Let us assume that the machine chooses to simulate a move given
by the transition (q,b,L) ∈ δ(q,B). In this case, the word becomes w′B[q,B,q′, b,L]w′′ and is
sent to the subnetwork Γ′t. Here, in the nodes xt1 and xt2 we check if B is the leftmost symbol,
and it is deleted; if B was not the leftmost symbol, the word is blocked, and this derivation
stops. Then, in the nodes xt3 and xt4 another B is inserted (the machine-tape contains an infinite
number of Bs, but we always keep just the first one in our words, and, in this case, this B was
deleted), and the b symbol that replaced the deletedB is inserted at the leftmost end of the word.
Now we should simulate the movement of the head, that is we should move one symbol from
the rightmost end to the leftmost end. And this is done in the nodes xt5, xtc and xt6. The word
first becomes bB[q,B,q′,aL]xc′y, where xcy = w′′, and, then, cbB[q,B,q′, b,L]xc′y. Now c′

is deleted if and only if it is the rightmost symbol, and we obtain the word cbB[q,B,q′, b,L]x;
otherwise, the word is lost. Finally, in xt7 the word becomes cbBq′x, and it is sent back to
xcenter, where a new move of the machine will be simulated.

The other types of moves are simulated in a very similar manner (actually, the case described
above was the most involve one). Note that each move is simulated in exactly 9 evolutionary and
9 communication steps by the ANEP: 1 evolutionary and 1 communication step for choosing
which move is simulated, and, then, 8 evolutionary and 8 communication steps for simulating
the move. In some of the cases, we needed to do some extra dummy-moves, just to be able to
synchronize all the possible derivations.

The node xcenter can also leave the word unchanged, if it contains qa or qb. Such words go
to xout. The special accepting symbol of the network is qa.

It is not hard to see that a halting computation of M , with t steps, is simulated by Γ′ in
6+ 18t consecutive steps, and it ends with a word in the node xout. Also, the only words that
can enter in the output node of Γ′ have the form w′Bqcw

′′, with c ∈ {a,b}, provided that the
configuration w′′qcw′B can be reached by M . Also, such a word enters in that node only after
6+ 18k steps, with k ∈ IN . So the words that will be accepted the first in the node xout are
exactly those encoding the final configurations reached in the shortest computations of M .

Therefore, the words that are accepted (respectively, rejected) by Γ′ are exactly those that
are accepted (respectively, rejected) by M , w.r.t. shortest computations. 2

As a consequence of Theorem 5.3 we obtain the following Theorem.

Theorem 5.4 PTimeANEP = PNP[log]. 2

This result seems interesting to us as we are not aware of any other characterization of the class
PNP[log] by computational complexity classes defined for bio-inspired computing models. Note,
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once more, that all the problems in PNP[log] can be solved by networks with the same topology,
so, in a way, the solution to a problem is not based on the topology of the network but on the
algorithm implemented by that network.

Finally, we show that, in fact, one can design complete ANEPs working faster than non-
deterministic Turing machines. This shows that solving a problem by nondeterministic Turing
machines and then simulate such machines by NEPs does not lead to an optimal ANEP-based
solution to that problem. Also, this shows that the mechanism implemented by ANEPs does
more than replacing the nondeterminism by massive parallelism.

Example 5.5 Let L = {anb | n ∈ IN,n ≥ 1}. It is not hard to see that any nondeterministic
Turing machine, deciding L in the classical way, w.r.t. shortest computations or using oracles,
and with an arbitrary number of tapes, makes at least a linear number of moves before it stops
on an input word. However, L can be accepted in constant time by a complete ANEP.

• We construct an ANEP Γ with an underlying graph with 6 nodes x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, and
xout, and edges (x1,x2), (x1,x4), (x2,x3), (x2,x5), (x3,xout), (x4,x5), (x5,xout).
• This ANEP works as follows: in the node x1 (which is also the input node) a b symbol
from the input word is replaced with an X , and all the words obtained exist the node. They
can go to x2, where they enter only if they have an X (so only words that initially contained
at least a b symbol can be further processed in this node); all the other words go to x4. In x2
the rightmost symbol of any words deleted if and only if it is an X . Further, the words can
go to x3, if they have no X and still have an a, or to x5, otherwise. Clearly, at least a word
enters x3 if and only if the input word had the form anb, with n ∈ IN,n≥ 1. In this node a
special µ symbol is inserted in the words. The nodes x4 and x5 do not process the words in
any way. All the words obtained in x3 and x5 go to xout, and the input word is accepted if
and only if one of the words in xout contains µ.
• From the explanations above it follows clearly that Γ accepts L, and any word is decided
in at most 3 evolutionary steps and communication steps.
• By Theorem 4.3 we obtain that there exists a complete network Γ′ accepting L in constant
time.
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